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What dragon are you wings of fire quiz

What superpower do you want? (shown below) Where would you like to live? What's your big mistake? What kind of friends do you have? You're SeaWing! You're a dragon that breathes underwater and is mysterious. You protect your possesions, but your personality is bossy and outgoing! You protect everyone you
know. You're the Rain Wing! You don't care what others do, even if it affects you. Others may see you as lazy, but inside, you really aren't. You have secrets you didn't even know about. You're calm, calm, but you can be boring (if you tried). You're muddy! You like to eat and you're a strong person. You understand, you
care, and your door is always open to everyone. You're not offended or angry just. You are also loyal, committed, and your siblings will help you through life. You're the Night Wing! You're a mysterious person. You're often misunderstood. You use manipulation to get what you want. You have countless secrets, and you
like to keep your slef. From the outside, people might see you as unreliable and/or quiet, leave me alone with a type of person. You're icing! You hold a lot of grudges against people and never forget. You're competitive, too, and you don't like someone who beats you up on something. You have a rough cover, but you
also have a soft side, but no one but your loved ones can see it. You're a wing of sand! You judge by the actions of the people. You don't understand and built thorny walls to keep everyone away. You want to please your superiors and care a lot about your reputation and ego. You may sound like others, but everything
you want is best for other people. You're SkyWing! You have a hot temper and you're too defensive. You have a strong bond with your loved ones, and you never let go of them. Most of the time, you're grumpy and you don't get along with the others. 8.3 | Questions Total Tests: 49416 If you could have any color dragon,
what color would you be? Brown under the golden weight. Light, splintered under the wings. Red on the orange scale. Deep Blue glowing Star Burst spins on the side of the wings. Gold shines bright in the sunlight. You and your friends were attacked by Skywings, and two of your friends got their way, what are you
doing? Try to get to my friends and save them. They're frozen to the ground. Fights my way, my friends, no matter what happens. Try why we don't need to fight anymore. You have to fight in Queen Scarlet Arena, what would be your solution?  Stay frozen and the night wings will come to save you, but leave your
friends... Fight, I have to survive to stop the war! Stall as long as possible, but fight if you have to! Try to discuss the calmer way ... You have to become queen of the Rainwings to save the imprisoned, but you lose the competition, what would you decide to do? I am. lose anyway, so see you. I encourage my team and
hope for the best. I'm cheating on my fellow tribesmen. Don't panic! Maybe there's a way we're going to win... Who is/is the protagonist(s)? (In Books 1-4) Tsunami, Clay, Glory, Sunny, Starflight What's your favorite element? Who would you want as a result? Burn: Brutal and powerful. Glory: Sly and wants to prove
worthy. Clay: Defensive and kind. Sunny: Caring and gentle. Starflight: Shy and loves to read. Blaze: Not smart and thinks younger and prettier dragons like enemies. Tsunami: Brave and harsh. Blister: Trickster and shows no mercy to the enemy. Who would you choose for the next Sandwing Queen? Burn: The largest
and most powerful. It's extremely brutal to use it to win battles. Blister: Master Trickster and no mercy for enemies. Blaze: Not smart and thinks of every dragonet younger and prettier than the enemy. Moby Dick My Side mountain Native Son Story Mortal Instruments Books quizzes - Wings of Fire What Wings of Fire
Dragon Are You? Quiz introduction This is my first quiz so enjoy! Take my Dragonett destiny you are after you're done with this quiz. What kind of Wings of Fire are you? The quiz introduction to Clay, Glory, Tsunami, Starflight and Sunny has never left the cave where they were raised. They should be the Dragons of
Destiny who should save the world from a terrible war. Mostly they just feel useless. The guards, the dragons who raised them, are probably in doubt, too. The tsunami gets in trouble all the time. Sunny doesn't have that poisonous bark at the end of the tail that every sand wing has. Starflight has no prophetic and
telepathic nightwing abilities. And Clay once exceeded expectations and went down that hill. Glory, the Rain Wing, was never part of the prophecy, but replaced Skywing. The war only began when a scavenger (aka a person) killed Queen Oasis and left all three of her daughters fighting for the throne. First Sister Burn
decided she needed help to destroy her other sisters and recruit an army of Mudwings and Skywings. Another sister, Blister, is a wise person who decided to merge herself with Seawings. Blaze is the pretty one who decided to ally himself with the icewings (a terrible choice). It would only exacerbate the problem if one of
them were queen. Dragons feel terrible. They've been trapped in a cave all their lives, and there's probably families out there wondering where they went. They're anxious to run. Slowly different escape devices have been crossed out of their list. Dragons always take care of each other. But when a shady character
begins to interest Dragonets, escaping begins to mean life and death. Death.
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